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967 1003 Gerbert of Aurillac (Sylvester II)

Originally from France, Gerbert of Aurillac (d. 1003) traveled to Spain
between the years 967-970.  From there, he spent time in Italy (970-72), in
Rheims (northern France 972-96), and again in Italy (996-1003).  He was
made Pope Sylvester II in 999. Individuals

1080 1152 Adelard of Bath

Few details of Adelard's life are known with certainty. We do know that he
studied in Tours in the Loire Valley in west central France and that he later
taught at Laon in the Picardy region of northern France, perhaps in the
theological and exegetical school.  After leaving Laon, Adelard travelled for
about seven years, visiting first Salerno southeast of Naples.  (The medical
school at Salerno, considered by many to be the first "modern" European
university, was a famous institution at this time and drew students from all
over Europe.) From Salerno, Adelard travelled to Norman-controlled Sicily,
which was strongly influenced by Arabic traditions.  He next visited Cilicia in
southern Anatolia; from here he took the natural coastal route round the east
end of the Mediterranean to Syria and then later to Palestine. We know that
Adelard returned to Bath since he is mentioned in the records of that city for
the year 1130. There is no record of Adelard visiting Spain, but many scholars
have concluded that he must have visited that country to (a) have had access
to the Spanish-Arabic texts which he translated, after (b) mastering the Arabic
language there.  However, there is an alternative theory that he learnt Arabic
in Sicily and came in contact with Spanish-Arabic texts here, since several
scholars who had lived in Spain were at this time in Sicily.  Adelard made
Latin translations of Euclid's <i>Elements</i> from Arabic sources which were
the primary geometry textbooks in the West for several centuries; we know of
three versions (the third is a commentary rather than a translation, and for this
reason its authorship is sometimes questioned).  Adelard also translated al-
Khwarizmi's tables, wrote on the abacus and on the astrolabe, and wrote
arithmetic books (mostly based on Boethius' work, and completed before he
came into contact with Arabic learning). Individuals

http://www-history.mcs.st-and.ac.
uk/Biographies/Adelard.html

1114 1187 Gerard of Cremona

Originally from Cremona in Italy, Gerard travelled to Toldeo in order to learn
Arabic with the goal of translating Ptolemy's Almagest into Latin.  While there,
he translated approximately 87 works, including Ptolemy's Almagest,
Archimedes' On the Measurement of the Circle, Aristotle's On the Heavens,
and Euclid's Elements of Geometry.  He also edited Al-Zarqali's Tables of
Toledo, the most accurate compilation of astronomical data in Europe up to
that time.  He was the most prolific of translators from Arabic into Latin, with
the help of a Spanish Christian named Galippus.  Historians believe that he
visited Castille c. 1145, although he returned to Toledo where he died in
1187.  See Burnett, Charles, "The Coherence of the Arabic-Latin Translation
Program in Toledo in the Twelfth Century". Science in Context 14 (2001):
249–288. Individuals

H.L.L. Busard, ed., The Latin Translation of the
Arabic Version of Euclid's Elements Commonly
Ascribed to Gerard of Cremona; Marie-Thérèse
d'Alverny, "Translations and Translators,"
Renaissance and Renewal in the Twelfth Century,
ed. R.L. Benson and G. Constable, 452-454; D.M.
Dunlop, "The Work of Translation at Toledo." Babel
6 (1960): 55-59; Encyclopedia of Islam, II: 912-913;
C.H. Haskins, The Renaissance of the Twelfth
Century, 286-290; Richard Lemay, "Gerard of
Cremona." DSB 15 (1978): 176-192

1215 University of Paris Founded (Sorbonne) Paris 48.856614 2.352222

Although it later became one of the primary centers of scientific learning in
Europe, at is foundation, the Sorbonne (later the University of Paris) referred
to mathematics only incidentally, indicating that mathematics had only slight
place in the newly established universities.  This is documented in the oldest
known stat ute of the Sorbonne at Paris, dated 1215. Individuals

Smith and Karpinski, 131: I.e. in relation to the
quadrivium. " Non legant in f estivis diebus, nisi
Philosophos et rhetoricas et quadrivalia et
barbarismum et ethi- cam, si placet." Suter, Die
Mathematik auf den Universitaten des Mittelalters,
Zurich, 1887, p. 56. Roger Bacon gives a still more
gloomy view of Oxford in his time in his Opus
minus, in the Rerum Britannicarum medii aevi
scriptores, London, 1859, Vol. I, p. 327. For a
picture of Cambridge at this time consult F. W.
Newman, The English Universities, translated from
the German of V. A. Huber, Lon don, 1843, Vol. I,
p. 61; W. W. R. Ball, History of Mathematics at
Cambridge, 1889; S. Giinther, Geschichte des
mathematischen TJnter- richts im deutschen
Mittelalter bis zum Jahre 1525, Berlin, 1887, being
Vol. HI of Monumenta Germaniae paedagogica.

1170 1250 Leonardo of Pisa (Fibonacci)

Fibonacci (more properly Leonardo Pisano Bigollo, also known as Leonardo
of Pisa, Leonardo Pisano, or Leonardo Bonacci) was a mathematician writing
in turn-of-the-twelfth-century Italy.  His <i>Liber Abaci</i> introduced Hindu-
Arabic numerals to a much broader European audience than before.  He is
also known for a series of numbers (1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21...) which he cites in
<i>Liber Abaci</i>.  Of his introduction to Arabic numerals, Leonardo writes:
"After my father 's appointment by his homeland as state official in the
customs house of Bugia for the Pisan merchants who thronged to it, he took
charge; and, in view of its future usefulness and convenience, had me in my
boyhood come to him and there wanted me to devote myself to and be
instructed in the study of calculation for some days. There, following my
introduction, as a consequence of marvelous instruction in the art, to the nine
digits of the Hindus, the knowledge of the ar t very much appealed to me
before all others, and for it I realized that all its aspects were studied in Egypt,
Syria, Greece, Sicily, and Provence, with their varying methods; and at these
places thereafter, while on business, I pursued my study in depth."  See http:
//www.fq.math.ca/Scanned/11-1/grimm.pdf for a full biography. Individuals

1150 1285 Toledo School of Translators Toledo 39.86901 -4.022629

The Toledo School of Translators refers to a group of scholars working the
city of Toledo during the 12th and 13th centuries.  Collectively, they produced
translations of multiple philosophical and scientific works from classical
Arabic, classical Greek, and ancient Hebrew.  The School went through two
distinct periods separated by a transitional phase. The first was led by
Archbishop Raymond of Toledo in the 12th century, who promoted the
translation of philosophical and religious works, mainly from classical Arabic
into Latin. Under King Alfonso X of Castile during the 13th century, the
translators no longer worked with Latin as the final language, but translated
into a revised version of Castilian. Individuals

1299 Florence bans use of Arabic numerals Florence 43.771033 11.248001

In 1299, the Florentine government banned the use of Arabic numerals
because they thought it was a secret code to use to send messages or to
cheat costumers.  Similarly, around 1275, the Univesity of Padua insisted that
its booksellers write prices without zeros. Individuals

See http://www.thewritingcode.
com/pages/transcripts/seife.html

1146-
01-01 Sepher ha-Mispa (Book of the Number) Lucca (?) 43.83762 10.49506

<a href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/89253740@N06/8125845683/" title="
Ibn Ezra's Numerals by szioreh, on Flickr"><img src="http://farm9.staticflickr.
com/8051/8125845683_d49524e7f4.jpg" width="286" height="46" alt="Ibn
Ezra's Numerals"></a> as well as a circle for zero.  Ibn Ezra used both
"galgal" (wheel) and "sifra" to refer to zero. (Smith and Karpinski, 60) Other Yes

Abraham Ibn Ezra (c.
1089 - 1173) Manuscript Hebrew

Smith and Karpinski; Sela, "Abraham Ibn Ezra's
Scientific Corpus"

1150

O'Creat - Prologus N. Ocreati in
Helceph ad Adalardum Batensem
magistrum suum

Bath
(assumed) 51.375801 -2.359904

Date approximate.  A treatise by one of Adelard of Bath's students, John (or
Nicholas) O'Creat, which uses Roman numerals with a zero-symbol.
Elsewhere, he uses Arabic numerals which he refers to as "Indian."  O'Creat
uses three forms of zero: o, ō, and τ.  Note O'Creat's use of zero with Roman
characters, as opposed to Gerbert of Aurillac's use of ghubar forms with no
zero a century earlier; Smith and Karpinsky conclude that this demonstrates
the negligible effect of Gerbert's teachings.  (Smith and Karpinski, 119-120) RomanWithZero Yes John/Nicholas O'Creat Manuscript Latin

1150
Translation of Euclids' Elements
(second edition)

Bath
(assumed) 51.375801 -2.359904

Date approximate.  Adelard of Bath and his student, John (or Nicholas)
O'Creat, worked on a second edition of Euclid's Elements, in which O'Creat
made one of the earliest translations of an Arabic algorism into Latin.  This
work may have been based on a (now lost) treatise of al-Khwarismi.  In
O'Creat's and other algorisms of the era, the numerals are invariably referred
to as Indian and never as Arabic. (Suzuki, 120) Language Adelard of Bath

Jeff Suzuki, Mathematics in Historical Context
(2009)

1387
Thomas Usk -The Testament of Love
(book II, ch vii) London 51.50733 -1.25528

in 1387, Chaucer's contemporary Thomas Usk writes, "A Sypher in Augrim
have no might in signification of it-selve, yet he yeveth power in signification
to other."  See the full text here: <"http://www.lib.rochester.
edu/camelot/teams/uskintro.htm">. Language Thomas Usk

1380 Chaucer - The Miller's Tale London 51.50733 -1.25528

Chaucer's famous Canturbury Tales evidences the widespread familiarity with
Arabic mathematics, at least at a passing level: "His Almageste and bokes
grete and smale / His astrelabie, longinge for his art / His augrim-stones layen
faire apart / On shelves couched at his beddes heed."  (See http://www.
librarius.com/canttran/mttrfs.htm) Language Chaucer

1391 Chaucer - on the Astrolabe London 51.50733 -1.25528

Written for his son, Lewis: "Over the whiche degrees ther ben noumbres of
augrim, that devyden thilke same degrees fro fyve to fyve... the nombres...
ben writen in augrim [i.e. in the way of the algorithm]".  <a href="http://www.
flickr.com/photos/89253740@N06/8259871544/" title="Chaucer's Astrolabe
by szioreh, on Flickr"><img src="http://farm9.staticflickr.
com/8483/8259871544_9cde64001b.jpg" width="250" height="309" alt="
Chaucer's Astrolabe"></a>  The full text can be found at http://www.
chirurgeon.org/files/Chaucer.pdf".  See also the Chaucer Astrolabe at the
British Museum Online: http://www.britishmuseum.
org/explore/highlights/highlight_objects/pe_mla/t/the_chaucer_astrolabe.
aspx". Language Chaucer

1130 Adelard - Regulae Abaci Bath 51.375801 -2.359904

A short treatise on the use of the abacus by Adelard of Bath, which uses
Roman numerals.  Historians believe <i>Regulae Abaci</i> was likely written
very early in Adelard's career because it shows no trace of Arab influence.  It
is further cited as proof that Adelard was connected to the Exchequer table
that was used for monetary calculations in the medieval period (see The
Exchequer in the Twelfth Century at http://socserv2.mcmaster.
ca/~econ/ugcm/3ll3/poole/exchequer12c.pdf). Roman ? Adelard of Bath
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1070
Radulph of Laon - Treatise on
Arithmetic Laon 49.56413 3.61989

This treatise by Radulph of Laon uses Roman numerals for expressing large
results, and ghobar numerals for practical calculation.  These ghobar
characters include the zero as a circle around a dot, of which Radulph did not
know the full significance, demonstrating that this system was still uncertain
among the church schools of central France at the turn of the eleventh
century.  He calles the ghubar numerals "caracteres," as did Bernelinus and
Richer, Gerbert's students from a century earlier.  (Smith and Karpinski, 113,
124) MixedWithZero Yes Radulph of Laon

Manuscript (77
leaves)

1130
Joannis Hispalensis - Liber Algorismi de
Practica Arismetrice Toledo 39.86901 -4.022629

The main translator from Arabic into Castilian in the early period of the Toledo
School, Johannes Hispalensis (John of Seville) provides one of the earliest
known descriptions of the Hindu-Arabic decimal system: "A number is a
collection of units, and because the collection is infinite (for multiplication can
continue indefinitely), the Indians ingeniously enclosed this infinite multiplicity
within certain rules and limits so that infinity could be scientifically defined;
these strict rules enabled them to pin down this subtle concept."  More
generally, the book conveys the operations with integers and sexagesimal
fractions, including roots, although it contains no application.  (Translation
from Wikipedia; Smith and Karpinski, 125) Ghobar

John of Luna (John of
Seville, Johannes
Hispalensis, Johannes
Toletanus, Johannes
Hispanensis de Luna)

1180
Works on Algebra, Arithmetic, and
Astrology Toledo 39.85678 -4.02448

Gerard of Cremona's original works, completed in addition to his numerous
translations from Arabic into Latin, included the use of ghubar numerals. Ghobar Gerard of Cremona

1225 Treatise on the Abacus
Worcester,
England 52.19364 -2.22158

<a href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/89253740@N06/8126232299/" title="
bodl_Auct.F.1.9_Master_64v by szioreh, on Flickr"><img src="http://farm9.
staticflickr.com/8329/8126232299_b2349c70e8.jpg" width="344" height="500"
alt="bodl_Auct.F.1.9_Master_64v"></a>. This manuscript is Book 2 of an
English treatise on the abacus, probably from Worcester, c. 1225.  This image
represents a section on division. Includes tables, with red and green foliate
ornament.  Courtesy of Luna: http://bodley30.bodley.ox.ac.uk:
8180/luna/servlet/view/search;
jsessionid=DBD5AE039952C8EBCF19B36E42EF12A2?q==%22Treatise%
20on%20the%20abacus.%22. Ghobar unknown

1202 Liber Abaci (Fibonacci) Pisa 43.722839 10.401689

In his hugely influential book  <i>Liber Abaci</i>, Leonardo of Pisa (more
commonly known as Fibonacci) both introduced a broader Latin-speaking
European audience to Hindu-Arabic numberals, including zero (although he
refers to nine rather than ten Hindu symbols), as well as to the algorithmic
way of calculating, which was contradistinct from the abacists' way of
calculating.  Thus, the title should be translated as "The Book of Calculating"
rather than "The Book of the Abacus."  In it, he writes, "I have striven to
compose this book in its entirety as understandably as I could... Almost
everything which I have introduced I have displayed with exact proof, in order
that those further seeking this knowledge, with its pre-eminent method, might
be instructed, and further, in order that the Latin people might not be
discovered to be without it , as they have been up to now."  He also refers to
zero as "zephirum."  <a href="http://www.flickr.
com/photos/89253740@N06/8259922442/" title="Fibonacci - Liber Abaci by
szioreh, on Flickr"><img src="http://farm9.staticflickr.
com/8486/8259922442_b39a01cdce.jpg" width="325" height="500" alt="
Fibonacci - Liber Abaci"></a> Language

Leonardo of Pisa
(Fibonacci) http://www.fq.math.ca/Scanned/11-1/grimm.pdf

1330
Indian Arithmetic (translated as Das
Rechenbuch in 1865) Constantinople 41.00527 28.97696

Maximus Planudes, writing under both the Greek and the Arabic influence,
called [zero] "tziphra."  He also followed the Eastern Arabic Usage in calling
his work Indian Arithmetic, but this usage itself merits note.  There were many
other Arabic writers who discussed Arithmetic at this time (since it was
considered among the highest of sciences), but most authors did not feel
obliged to refer to the origin of the symbols, the knowledge of which might
well have been taken for granted.  (Smith and Karpinski, 57 and 93). Language Maximus Planudes

1307 "Zeuro" Florence 43.771033 11.048001
In a treatise on arithmetic written in the Italian language by Jacob of Florence
[zero] is called "zeuero."  (Smith and Karpinski, 58) Language Jacob of Florence Italian

1370 "çeuero" Arrezo 43.432544 11.934807
In an arithmetic of Giovanni di Danti of Arezzo [zero] appears as "çeuero."
(Smith and Karpinski, 58) Language

Giovanni di Danti of
Arezzo

1500
Enchiridion novus Algorismi
summopere de integris Cologne 50.937531 6.960279

Johann Huswirt uses the word [zero] with both meanings [the nueral figures in
general as well as the process of figuring or computing]; he gives for the tenth
character [zero] the four names "theca," "circulus," "cifra," and "figura nihili."
In this statement Husirt probably follows, as did many writers of the period,
the Algorismus of Johannes de Sacrobosco (c. 1250). (Smith and Karpinski,
58) Language Johann Huswirt

1291
Petrus de Dacia - Commentary on
Algorismus Vulgaris of Sacrobosco Paris 48.856614 2.352222

"Decima vero o dicitur teca, circulus, vel cyfra vel figura nichili."  The
widespread use of Petrus de Dacia's work on arithmetic in the universities at
the turn of the thirteenth century is attested by the large number of
manuscripts from the thirteenth to the seventeenth centuries still extant.
(Smith and Karpinski, 59) Language

Petrus de Dacia (also
known as  Philomena
and Peder nattergal
[Peter Nightingale])

1491 Arithmetrice introductor [Arithmetica] Florence 43.771033 11.248001

The earliest printed work in which the now-commonplace "zero" is found
appears to be Calandri's arithmetic of 1491, although it appears in manuscript
for as early as the mid-fourteenth century.  In the 1484 edition, the phrase
appears as "çefiro: ouero nulla"; in the 1488 edition, as "zefiro: ouero nulla"; in
the 1540 edition (f.3) as "Chiamata zero, ouero nulla." (Smith and Karpinski,
59)      <a href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/89253740@N06/8259308228/"
title="Filippo Calandri, Florence, 1491-2 by szioreh, on Flickr"><img src="http:
//farm9.staticflickr.com/8063/8259308228_9ddae31818.jpg" width="300"
height="374" alt="Filippo Calandri, Florence, 1491-2"></a>   This charming
book was one of the first illustrated textbooks. The low price of such a text
would have made it available to far more students than earlier teaching
materials, which had been written by hand on vellum. The small size and the
many diagrams made it easier to use, while the pictures must have made
math much more bearable to small boys. The woodcuts, which range from
ornamental classicizing borders framing multiplication tables to lively
depictions of people and animals that illustrate word problems, are exquisite
examples of the flowering of Florentine woodcut illustration in the 1490s.
(MetMuseum.org: http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/works-of-art/19.24) Language

Filippo Calandri - Born in
Florence in 1467, Filippo
Calandri was, like his
grandfather, father and
brother, an abacist (a
book-keeper or
accountant in modern
terms). Almost nothing
else is known of his life.
Apart from his Arithmetic,
he also composed a
work on probability and
games of chance entitled
Varie ragioni tratte de
vari luogi; this was never
published, but the
manuscript survives in
the Biblioteca
Communale in Siena.
(MetMuseum.org)

1485
Le Kadran des marchans / Petit traicte
de algorisme France 46.227638 2.213749

A French manuscript from the late 15th century, which is the first instance of
the word "zero." (Smith and Karpinski, 59-60) Language Jehan Certain

1546 Arithmetic Valladolid 41.652251 -4.724532
Texada writes that there are "nueve letros yvn zero o cifra."  (Smith and
Karpinski, 60) Language Gaspar de Texada

1590 Libro de Caxa Madrid 40.416775 -3.70379

Roman numerals are used throughout Libro de Caxa for recording sums of
money, a practice which was very old-fashioned by general European
standards in 1590. (Gordon, 169) Roman

Bartolome Salvador de
Solorzano

1534

Quaderno Doppio col suo Giornale /
Libro mercantile ordinato col suo
Giornale et Alfabeto Venice 45.440847 12.315515

Manzoni uses arabic figures in his journal in 1540, but clings to the old usage
[i.e. Roman] in his ledger, as being the more formal document.  In later
editions, it is thought necessary to give an explanation of the roman system.
The work is a small quarto in italic letter, published by Comin di Tridino, who
must have found it a valuable property, judging by the number of editions
which it passed through.  The real importance of the book is that it gives full
examples of the Inventory, Journal and Ledger carried out in the name of
Alvise Vallaresso, the author's patron, to whom also the book is dedicated.
(Gordon, 152, 169) Roman ? Manzoni

1571 L'Arithmetique Lyons 49.398575 1.475351

Savone writes in his print book of 1571 (manuscript 1563?), "Une ansi formee
(o) qui s'appelle nulle, & entre marchans zero," showing the influence of
Italian names on French mercantile customs.  (Smith and Karpinski, 60; Smith
and Plimpton, 314) Language Pierre Savonne (b. 1525)

1578 L'Arithmetique Lyons 49.398575 1.475351

Trenchant writes in 1578 (in a book originally published in 1566): "La dernier
[the last of the figures; i.e. the tenth, zero] qui s'apele nulle, our zero."  (Smith
and Karpinski, 60) Language

Ian Trenchant (b. c.
1525)

1578 Les Institutions de l'arithmetique Paris 48.856614 2.352222

Writing in Paris in 1577, the contemporary of Trenchant (who refers to zero as
"nulle ou zero") uses "cipher," the Italian influence showing itself less in Paris,
the center of university culture, than in the commercial atmosphere of Lyons.
(Smith and Karpinski, 60) <a href="http://www.flickr.
com/photos/89253740@N06/8259509096/" title="Champenois - Les
Institutions de l'arithmetique by szioreh, on Flickr"><img src="http://farm9.
staticflickr.com/8071/8259509096_3a3b615fba.jpg" width="186" height="362"
alt="Champenois - Les Institutions de l'arithmetique"></a> Language

Jacques Chauvet
Champenois

1520 Larismetique / L'arithmetique Lyons 49.398575 1.475351

La Roche writes, "o est appellee chiffre ou nulle ou figure de nulle valeur."
(Smith and Karpinski, 61)  La Roche’s Larismetique, published at Lyons in
1520, was long considered the work of an excellent writer who, early in the
sixteenth century, introduced into France the Italian knowledge of arithmetic
and useful notations for powers and roots. His fame decreased remarkably in
1880, when Aristide Marre published Chuquet’s “Triparty,” written in 1484 but
preserved only in manuscript. The first part of Larismetique was then seen to
be mostly a copy of the earlier work, with the omission of those striking
features that established Chuquet as an algebraist of the first rank. Chuquet,
for example, employed a more advanced notation for powers and he
introduced zero as an exponent. It is not clear why La Roche failed to publish
the “Triparty.” He may have suppressed it in order to claim the credit for
himself, or perhaps he thought it too far beyond the comprehension of
prospective readers. Nevertheless, through Larismetique some of Chuquet’s
innovations influenced such French arithmeticians as Jean Buteo and
Guillaume Gosselin.  (Encyclopedia.com, http://www.encyclopedia.
com/doc/1G2-2830902485.html)
 
The second, and greater, part of La Roche’s work has, apart from some
geometrical calculations at the end, a commercial character. The author
states that as a basis he used “the flower of several masters, experts in the
art” of arithmetic, such as Luca Pacioli, supplemented by his own knowledge
of business practice. The result was a good but traditional arithmetic that
presented an outstanding view of contemporary methods of computation and
their applications in trade. Language

Estienne de la Roche
(also known as known as
Villefranche)
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1544 Arithmetica Integra Jena 50.927054 11.589237

In his Arithmetica Integra, the German Augstinian monk Michael Stifel refers
to Zero as "decima autem figura nihil uocata" and "figura nihili (quam etiam
cifram uocant)."  (Smith and Karpinski, 62).  <a href="http://www.flickr.
com/photos/89253740@N06/8258524153/" title="Stifel - Arithmeticae Liber by
szioreh, on Flickr"><img src="http://farm9.staticflickr.
com/8484/8258524153_e9a93b7aea.jpg" width="500" height="485" alt="Stifel
- Arithmeticae Liber"></a>  Arithmetica Integra also contained important
innovations in mathematical notation. It has the first use of multiplication by
juxtaposition (with no symbol between the terms) in Europe. He is the first to
use the term "exponent". The book contains a table of integers and powers of
2 that some have considered to be an early version of a logarithmic table.
Further topics dealt with in the Arithmetica Integra are negative numbers
("numeri absurdi") and sequences. Language Michael Stifel

1370 Berselius' Astrolabe Picardy 49.663613 2.528073

This astrolabe is unique as being our only source for the Cistercian ciphers
that is not a manuscript or a printed book.  The month-names are in medieval
French, in a dialect that can be identified as Picard, and the plates for
different latitudes confirm that Picardy was the location of the maker.  About
150 years after the astrolabe was made, it was owned by a monk named
Berselius in Liege; in 1522 he gave it to Hadrianus Amerotius, a professor at
the newly-founded University of Louvain, as a gift.  (King, 18-19)  <a href="
http://www.flickr.com/photos/89253740@N06/8263254510/" title="Berselius'
Astrolabe front by szioreh, on Flickr"><img src="http://farm9.staticflickr.
com/8500/8263254510_704b10a4f7_n.jpg" width="233" height="320" alt="
Berselius' Astrolabe front"></a>  <a href="http://www.flickr.
com/photos/89253740@N06/8262185723/" title="Berselius' Astrolabe back
by szioreh, on Flickr"><img src="http://farm9.staticflickr.
com/8356/8262185723_e6b337ff08.jpg" width="250" height="361" alt="
Berselius' Astrolabe back"></a> Other ?

1130

Translation of Al-Khwarismi's
Astronomical Tables and Euclid's
Elements Oxford 51.75172 -1.25528

The first known northern European to come in contact with Arabic sciences
(and numbers), Adelard of Bath translated two key texts from Arabic to Latin:
Euclid's Elements and Al-Kwarismi's Astronomical Tables.  The Elements
became the standard geometry "textbook" used throughout Europe for
centuries.  <a href="http://www.flickr.
com/photos/89253740@N06/8272281269/" title="Adelard - Euclids Elements
by szioreh, on Flickr"><img src="http://farm9.staticflickr.
com/8504/8272281269_478dbcd8e5.jpg" width="230" height="254" alt="
Adelard - Euclids Elements"></a> Al-Kwarismi's Astronomical Tables (zij)
were the first widely accessible Latin translation of the Islamic ideas about
algebra. Ghobar Adelard of Bath

1145 Liber Algebrae et Almucabola Chester 53.193392 -2.893075

Al-Khwarizmi's <i>The Compendious Book on Calculation by Completion and
Balancing</i> (in Arabic <i>Al-Kitāb al-mukhtaṣar fī hīsāb al-ğabr wa’l-
muqābala</i>) was translated into Latin as <i>Liber Algebrae et
Almucabola</i>  in either 1143 or 1145 by Robert of Chester, a student of
Adelard of Bath.  Our modern word "algebra" comes from the "al-ğabr" in the
title of this translation.  See http://library.albany.
edu/preservation/brittle_bks/khuwarizmi_robertofchester/ for the modern
English translation. Ghobar

Robertus Cestrensis
(Robert of Chester)

1143 Algorismus Germany 51.16569 10.45153

The earliest example of Hindu-Arabic numerals (Eastern Arabic) in Germany,
this treatise on the algorithm includes sections entitled "De additione," "De
diminutione," De mediatione," "De divisione," and part of a chapter on
Multiplication.  The numerals are in the usual medieval forms except the 2
and the 3 (although the form of the 3 is characteristic of the twelfth century).
(Smith and Karpinski, 127)  <a href="http://www.flickr.
com/photos/89253740@N06/8263533066/" title="German Algorismus (1143)
by szioreh, on Flickr"><img src="http://farm9.staticflickr.
com/8486/8263533066_5aaffc3fae_m.jpg" width="240" height="24" alt="
German Algorismus (1143)"></a> EasternArabic

985 Abbonis Abacus Paris 48.856614 2.352222

c. 970-985, Abbo of Fleury's treatise on the abacus is only one instance of his
writings on various subjects; he also wrote a treatise on the "calculus" of
Victorius of Aquitaine, and numerous theological works.  Born near Orleans
(c. 945) and educated at Paris and Reims, he also spent two years (986-987)
in England, specifically Ramsey, and had connections to York.  With many
connections across Latin-speaking Europe, Abbo's use of Roman numerals to
the exclusion of ghubar numerals is significant, since it suggests the
continued predominance of the Roman system.  (Smith and Karpinski, 127-
28) Roman ? Abbo of Fleury see Bubnov 203-4

990
Regulae de Numerorum abaci
rationibus

Hainaut,
Belgium 50.525708 4.062102

c. 950 - 1007, Heriger of Lobbes' treatise on the abacus was likely written
during his time as the scholasticus of the monastic school at Lobbes (in
modern-day Belgium) before he became Abbot of the Lobbes monastary in
990.  He was also an historian.  (Smith and Karpinski, 127-28) Roman ?

Heriger of Lobbes or
Laubach (c.925- 1007) see Bubnov 205-225

1040
Intorno Ad Alcuni Scritti Inediti Relativi
Al Calcolo Dell' Abaco Reichenau 47.69297 9.066007

Written by Hermannus Contractus sometime between 1013 - 1054 in
Southern Germany, this treatise on the abacus which Roman numerals
(presumably without zero).  Hermannus Contractus also (probably) edited
Gerbert of Aurillac's description of the astrolabe, and was presumably aware
of ghubar numerals (without zero) through his contact with Gerbert's work.
(Smith and Karpinski, 127-28) Roman ?

Hermann of Reichenau
(also known as
Hermannus Contractus,
Hermannus Augiensis, or
Herman the Cripple) see Treutlein

980 Libellus de Numerorum Divisione Rheims 49.25833 4.0317

Although Gerbert knew of ghubar numerals, he undervalued their significance
in computational math as conveyed in his Regula de abaco Computi and in
his Libellus de Numerorum Divisione, where he uses only the Roman forms,
and no zero.  (Smith and Karpinski, 116-117) RomanNoZero No Gerbert (Sylvester II)

976 Codex Vigilanus Abelda 43.17649 -2.31093

The Codex Vigilanus, written by an anonymous monk in the Albelda Cloister
in 976, is the oldest definitively dated European document containing ghubar
numerals.  The nine ghubar characters (without zero) appear as an edition to
chapter in Isidore of Seville's work discussing Roman numerals.  (Smith and
Karpinski, 138)<a href="http://www.flickr.
com/photos/89253740@N06/8263642970/" title="Codex Vigilanus by szioreh,
on Flickr"><img src="http://farm9.staticflickr.
com/8212/8263642970_c8d7d8d64a_n.jpg" width="320" height="133" alt="
Codex Vigilanus"></a> GhobarNoZero No

Unknown Spanish Monk
1

992 Copy of Codex Vigilanus Abelda 43.17649 -2.31093

This copy of the critical Codex Vigilanus confirms the Indian origin of Arabic
(ghubar) numerals: "Item de figuris arithmetice.  Scrire debemus in Indos
subtilissimum ingenium gabere et ceteras gentes eis in arithmetica et
geometria et ceteris liberalibus disciplinis concedere.  Et hoc manifestum est
in nobem figuris, quibus designant unumquemque gradum cuislibet gradus.
Quarum hec sunt forma..." followed by the nine characters.  (Smith and
Karpinski, 138)  <a href="http://www.flickr.
com/photos/89253740@N06/8263642970/" title="Codex Vigilanus by szioreh,
on Flickr"><img src="http://farm9.staticflickr.
com/8212/8263642970_c8d7d8d64a_n.jpg" width="320" height="133" alt="
Codex Vigilanus"></a> GhobarNoZero No

Unknown Spanish Monk
2

1080 Liber Abaci (Bernelinus) Karlsruhe 49.009148 8.379944

A late 11th century treatise on the Abacus, Bernelinus' Liber Abaci refers to
nine ghobar characters but demonstrates little understanding of their use.
The picture below shows examples of his numerals (d and e) compared with
examples of his contemporary, Gerland (b and c) (Smith and Karpinski, 88).
<a href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/89253740@N06/8263390044/" title="
Gerlando and Bernelinus ghubar numerals by szioreh, on Flickr"><img src="
http://farm9.staticflickr.com/8072/8263390044_f5b54a5268_m.jpg" width="
240" height="105" alt="Gerlando and Bernelinus ghubar numerals"></a> GhobarNoZero No Bernelinus Manuscript Latin

980 Regula De Abaco Computi Rheims 49.25833 4.0317

Although Gerbert knew of ghubar numerals, he undervalued their significance
in computational math as conveyed in his Regula de abaco Computi and in
his Libellus de Numerorum Divisione, where he uses only the Roman forms,
and no zero. (Smith and Karpinski, 116-117) RomanNoZero No Gerbert (Sylvester II)

1200 Les Miracles de Nostre-Dame Vic-sur-Aisne 49.40614 3.114523

In his humorous set of poems praising the Virgin Mary, Gautier de Coincy, the
prior of a Picard abbey, demonstrates that the words "cifra" and "algorismus
cifra" were used derisively, which some historians interpret as indicating the
absolute uselessness of zero (since zero is functionally useless on an abacus
board): "A horned beast, a sheep, / An algorismus-cipher, / Is a priest, who on
such a feast day / Does not celebrate the holy Mother."  However, this poem
also indicates the use of "algorismus" and "cifra" in general, non-
mathematical literature, as is also demonstrated by the work of Alain de Lille.
(Smith and Karpinski, 120, 124) Language Gautier de Coincy

1457 1496 German Calendars Germany 51.165691 10.451526
Germany calendars dating to the latter half of the fifteenth century generally
still use Roman numerals.  (Smith and Karpinski, 133) Roman No

1414
Tres Riches Heures du Duc de Berry
Calendar Berry 47.078714 2.815026

The Limbourg Brothers, Herman, Paul, and Johan, painted one of the premier
examples of medieval illuminations under the patronage of the Duc de Berry
between 1412 and 1416: a calendar known as Tres Riches Heures du Duc de
Berry.  Note the use of Arabic numerals.  <a href="http://www.flickr.
com/photos/89253740@N06/8262525273/" title="Les Tres Riches Heures du
Duc de Berry (Juin) - Limbourg Brothers by szioreh, on Flickr"><img src="
http://farm9.staticflickr.com/8059/8262525273_3d1263b56d.jpg" width="310"
height="500" alt="Les Tres Riches Heures du Duc de Berry (Juin) - Limbourg
Brothers"></a> GhobarWithZero Yes

1240
Alexander de Villa Dei - Carmen de
Algorismo Dol 49.363987 0.15342

Written in only a few hundred lines of verse, Alexander de Villa Dei's Carmen
de Algorismo was widely used, as evidenced by the large number of extant
manuscripts copies in European libraries.  (Seven are recounted in Ashmole's
Cataloge of Manuscripts in the Oxford Library of 1845.)  The "Poem on
Arithmetic" summarized the art of calculating with Arabic numerals, which
Villa Dei terms "Talibus Indorum."  (Smith and Karpinski, 134)  <a href="http:
//www.flickr.com/photos/89253740@N06/8263627510/" title="Carmen de
Algorismo by szioreh, on Flickr"><img src="http://farm9.staticflickr.
com/8342/8263627510_17f99ecc8d.jpg" width="259" height="500" alt="
Carmen de Algorismo"></a> GhobarWithZero Yes
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1250 John of Sacrobosco - Algorismus Paris 48.856614 2.352222

John of Sacrobosco's treatise on Algorithms was extremely popular,
especially within universities.  It includes some lines from Alexander de Villa
Dei's Carmen, and the commentary of Petrus de Dacia (1291) of
Sacrobosco's treatise is of exceptional historical value for illustrating the
method of mathematical instruction in universities (Paris and Italy).
Sacrobosco's work is important in and of itself because the term "Arabic
numerals" likely derives from it, as Sacrobosco claims the Arabs invented the
numeral system.  (Smith and Karpinski, 134-35) GhobarWithZero Yes

1471 Print using Arabic forms Cologne 50.937531 6.960279

In numbering pages of printed books, Arabic numerals were first used by a
printer in Cologne printed a book of Petrarch in 1471.  For dating, the Biblia
Pauperum, a block-book of 1470 gives the date as: <a href="http://www.flickr.
com/photos/89253740@N06/8262612235/" title="Biblia Pauperum, first
printed date by szioreh, on Flickr"><img src="http://farm9.staticflickr.
com/8071/8262612235_d96c54baaf.jpg" width="366" height="119" alt="Biblia
Pauperum, first printed date"></a>  And Arabic numerals appear in the
illustrations of another block-book which may date as early as 1430: <a href="
http://www.flickr.com/photos/89253740@N06/8263679624/" title="block-book
illustration numerals, c. 1430 by szioreh, on Flickr"><img src="http://farm9.
staticflickr.com/8199/8263679624_e8da319d70_n.jpg" width="320" height="
67" alt="block-book illustration numerals, c. 1430"></a> (Smith and Karpinski,
141) GhobarWithZero Yes

1424 Powers of Two Paris 48.856614 2.352222

In 1424, Rollandus, a Portuguese physician, prepared a manuscript on
arithmetic for the Duke of Bedford in which he gave the powers of two up to
20.  <a href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/89253740@N06/8262655753/"
title="Rollandus, Paris (1424) by szioreh, on Flickr"><img src="http://farm9.
staticflickr.com/8490/8262655753_30f70ff912_z.jpg" width="232" height="
640" alt="Rollandus, Paris (1424)"></a> (Smith and Plimpton, 446-47) GhobarWithZero Yes

1475 Inprencipio darte dabacho Florence 43.771033 11.248001

In the second half of the fifteenth century, Luca da Firenze wrote a treatise on
arithmetic, which is representative of others written in Florence around the
same time.  He begins by introducing the numerals and the fundamental
operations, followed by a discussion of fractions, before ending with a series
of applications to business problems at the time.  Subjects such as payments,
partnership, and exchange are treated most fully.  (Smith and Plimpton, 469-
70).  <a href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/89253740@N06/8262680681/"
title="Inprencipio darte dabacho by szioreh, on Flickr"><img src="http://farm9.
staticflickr.com/8071/8262680681_e182b44ca9_n.jpg" width="284" height="
320" alt="Inprencipio darte dabacho"></a> GhobarWithZero Yes

1049 Early Numerical Forms at Trier (1049) Trier 49.746883 6.634751

These ghubar numerals without zero appeared at Trier in 1049. (from Hill, 28)
<a href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/89253740@N06/8262697327/" title="5
by szioreh, on Flickr"><img src="http://farm9.staticflickr.
com/8478/8262697327_7ec8900f6c_m.jpg" width="240" height="15" alt="5"
></a> GhobarNoZero No Manuscript

1100
Early Numerical Forms at Chartres
(11th Century) Chartres 48.443854 1.489012

These ghubar numerals with an interesting form of 0 appeared in the 11th
century at Chartres (from Hill, 28) <a href="http://www.flickr.
com/photos/89253740@N06/8262697295/" title="6 by szioreh, on Flickr"
><img src="http://farm9.staticflickr.com/8059/8262697295_980040a1bb_m.
jpg" width="240" height="16" alt="6"></a>  <a href="http://www.flickr.
com/photos/89253740@N06/8263765086/" title="7 by szioreh, on Flickr"
><img src="http://farm9.staticflickr.com/8361/8263765086_d914e74d74_m.
jpg" width="240" height="19" alt="7"></a> GhubarWithZero Yes

1200
Early Numerical Forms at Louvain (12th
Century) Louvain 50.877571 4.704328

These ghubar numerals without zero appeared at Louvain in the 12th century.
(from Hill, 28) <a href="http://www.flickr.
com/photos/89253740@N06/8263765068/" title="14 by szioreh, on Flickr"
><img src="http://farm9.staticflickr.com/8502/8263765068_a5a3f0fd93_m.jpg"
width="240" height="19" alt="14"></a> GhobarNoZero No

1200 Early Numerical Forms at Paris Paris 48.856614 2.352222

These ghubar numerals without zero appeared at Paris in the 12th century.
(from Hill, 28) <a href="http://www.flickr.
com/photos/89253740@N06/8262697357/" title="15 by szioreh, on Flickr"
><img src="http://farm9.staticflickr.com/8348/8262697357_2f3debdaa6_m.
jpg" width="240" height="18" alt="15"></a> GhobarNoZero No

1120 Early Numerical Forms at Salzburg Salzburg 47.80949 13.05501

These ghubar numerals with zero likely appeared in the vicinity of Salzburg in
the early 12th century.  (from Hill, 30) <a href="http://www.flickr.
com/photos/89253740@N06/8262731249/" title="1 by szioreh, on Flickr"
><img src="http://farm9.staticflickr.com/8198/8262731249_f7a9f063c1_m.jpg"
width="240" height="13" alt="1"></a> GhobarWithZero Yes

1190 Early Numerical Forms in Germany Germany 51.165691 10.451526

These numerals with zero appeared in a (probably) German text towards the
end of the 12th century in the Astronomy of Albumazar.  (from Hill, 30)  <a
href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/89253740@N06/8262731233/" title="5 by
szioreh, on Flickr"><img src="http://farm9.staticflickr.
com/8358/8262731233_d2d5b66220_m.jpg" width="240" height="20" alt="5"
></a> GhobarWithZero Yes

1275 Early Numerical Forms in England Durham 54.77525 -1.584852

These ghubar forms without zero, from an English (Durham) work of John of
Sacrobosco from the second half of the 13th century, show an interesting
variation on the 7.  (from Hill, 30) <a href="http://www.flickr.
com/photos/89253740@N06/8262731217/" title="7 by szioreh, on Flickr"
><img src="http://farm9.staticflickr.com/8071/8262731217_4a987dd093_m.
jpg" width="240" height="15" alt="7"></a> GhobarNoZero No

1280 Early Numerical Forms in England York 53.962291 -1.081899

These ghubar forms without zero date from approximately 1280, probably
from around York.  (from Hill, 30)  <a href="http://www.flickr.
com/photos/89253740@N06/8263798728/" title="9 by szioreh, on Flickr"
><img src="http://farm9.staticflickr.com/8350/8263798728_eeba64655d_m.
jpg" width="240" height="20" alt="9"></a> GhobarNoZero No

1290 Early Numerical Forms in England London 51.507335 -0.127683

These ghubar numerals with zero appear in the works of Roger Bacon,
probably towards the end of the 13th century, but certainly after 1268.  (from
Hill, 32)  <a href="http://www.flickr.
com/photos/89253740@N06/8263817376/" title="1 by szioreh, on Flickr"
><img src="http://farm9.staticflickr.com/8478/8263817376_f29f0dce8a_m.jpg"
width="240" height="49" alt="1"></a> GhobarWithZero Yes

1400 Numerical Forms in England Fishacre 50.442903 -3.591483

These early ghubar numerals with zero demonstrate the variety of forms
found in England at the turn of the 14th century.  (from Hill, 32)  <a href="http:
//www.flickr.com/photos/89253740@N06/8263817346/" title="7 by szioreh, on
Flickr"><img src="http://farm9.staticflickr.
com/8214/8263817346_993b5ea8ab_m.jpg" width="240" height="21" alt="7"
></a> GhobarWithZero Yes
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